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At the crossroads of life, death and rebirth stands the Goddess Hekate. Honoured by men,
women and gods alike, traces of her ancient provenance reach back through the millennia
providing clues about her nature and origins along the way. Depictions of her as three-formed
facing in three ways, sometimes with the heads of animals such as the horse, dog and snake
hint at her liminal nature, as well as the powers she holds over the triple realms of earth, sea and
sky.The sorcery of Medea and Circe, the witchcraft of the women of Thessaly, and the writings
of philosophers such as Hesiod and Porphyry all provide glimpses into the world of those who
honoured her. Her magical powers were considered so great that even King Solomon became
associated with her: she was incorporated into Jewish magic, and merged with other goddesses
including Artemis, Selene, Bendis and the Egyptian Isis. Whilst for some she was the Witch
Goddess, for others she was the ruler of angels and daimons, who made predictions about
Jesus and Christianity.Wherever you look, be it in the texts of Ancient Greece and Rome,
Byzantium or the Renaissance, the Greek Magical Papyri or the Chaldean Oracles, you will find
Hekate. The magical whir of the strophalos and the barbarous words of the voces magicae carry
her message; the defixiones, love spells and charms all provide us with examples of the magic
done in her name. She was also associated with the magic of death, including necromancy and
reanimation; as well as prophetic dreams, nightmares, healing herbs and poisons. The temples
dedicated to her and the important role she played in the mysteries of Eleusis, Samothrace and
Aigina all provide us with clues to her majesty. The popular shrines at the doorways of ordinary
people, offerings left at the crossroads, and guardian statues of her at the entrance ways to
cities and temples all attest to her status in the hearts and minds of those who knew her
mysteries.In this book the authors draw from a wide range of sources, bringing together
historical research which provides insights into the magical and religious practices associated
with this remarkable Goddess. In doing so they provide an indispensable guide for those wishing
to explore the mysteries of Hekate today.Table of ContentsForeword1. From the Three-
WaysLiterary Sources2. In Her ServiceHesiodEmpedoclesPorphyCirceMedeaThe Witches of
ThessalyLampadsHekate’s Vegetarian Followers3. Sacred Eleusis4. Images of Hekate5. Voces
Magicae6. Charms from the PGMList of Charms in the Greek Magical PapyriSymbols from the
PGMBear CharmCharm of Hekate Ereschigal7. Charms for Love8. Defixiones9. The Armour of
Hekate10. Glimpses of Initiation11. Herbs &
PoisonsAconiteEbonyGarlicMandrakeOakSaffronYewUnspecified HerbsHerb Gathering12.
Sacred Bronze13. Iron Nails & Rings14. Hekate & The Angels15. Coins16. From Sleep17.
Oracles of Hekate18. Offerings19. Hekate Suppers20. Invocation21. HymnsProclus Hymn to
Hekate and JanusPrayer to Selene for any operation22. Animal FormedCow-Headed/Bull-
HeadedDog-HeadedDragon-HeadedGoat-HeadedHorse-HeadedSerpent-Headed23.
Necromancy & Reanimation24. Death Magic25. Underworld26. Black Dogs27. Serpents28. The
Strophalos29. King Solomon30. FusionsArtemis-HekateBendisBona
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Extracts from Reviews:"I found every chapter interesting but my favourites were 'Hymns' which
includes Prayer to Selene for any operation, 'Invocation' which includes a description of a
summoning of Hekate, 'Defixiones'-a detailed description of binding curses and 'Charms from
the PGM' which includes a list of charms in the Greek Magical Papyri'. There are some great
mini-chapters regarding Hekate's followers including Medea, Circe and The Witches of
Thessaly. I only wish some of the chapters had been a bit longer though it does contain an
extensive bibliography which has introduced me to some books on Hekate that i had not
discovered before." C Norris, Ebook Library Reviewer"'Hekate Liminal Rites' is a truly fascinating
read. The authors' writing is extremely well researched, and draws upon both accurate and
historical material throughout this work. However, unlike so many other historical studies, this
little book also manages to evoke such a presence of Hekate that it is almost experiential; and I
found it impossible to continue reading without first lighting a candle (or three!!) for this deity."
Vikki Bramshaw, author of Craft of the Wise"As with other works by these authors it is clear that
their intent is to illuminate the subject for the reader. The book is clear and intelligible but does
not seek to simplify the subtleties of history nor to disguise interpretation as truth." Magin Rose,
Artist and Ebook Library Reviewer"It seems like someone should have done a book like this
before, but the thing is they have not. The research goes into areas that other books on Hekate
does not, and its clear that the authors must have been familiar with the other key works and
instead of producing something to rival it they produced this book, which clearly compliments
the work presented in the other books. It focusses on the areas of spiritual and magical practice,
therefore making this a perfect book not only for scholars and students interested in learning
more about the Goddess Hekate, but also for practitioners of magic today who want to be able
to take inspiration from the ancient practices." Scarlet River, Ebook Library Reviewer--This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorSorita d'Este is an author, researcher and
publisher who manifests her knowledge and passion for the Mysteries through her work. Her
research and writing pushes at the boundaries of Western Esoterica and beyond, often
questioning and challenging the status quo and inspiring others towards experiential mysticism
with firm foundations built on lessons learned from history, standing positively in today and
looking with enthusiasm towards the future. She passionately believes that it is possible to
manifest creativity, positivity, love and enchantment through the creation of independent, free-
thinking and more spiritual communities, with firm foundations in truth, natural balance and
generosity.David Rankine is an occult scholar and author of more than 20 books on the subject
of magic, the western esoteric traditions, folklore and mythology. Since the 1970's he has been
researching and exploring magical and spiritual practices throughout history; a journey which
has taken him from ancient Sumeria, Babylonia and Egypt through Greece, Rome and Britain



through the middle ages and renaissance and the modern Western Mystery Traditions. With
Stephen Skinner he has produced works such as The Veritable Key of Solomon and the Goetia
of Dr Rudd, both highly regarded groundbreaking works which make available previously
unpublished source materials for the first time. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Avalonia LtdThis Kindle Edition, February 2022HEKATE LIMINAL RITESCopyright Sorita d'Este
and David Rankine, © 2009Cover Image “Hecate” by Joanna Barnum , © 2009Designed and
produced by Avalonia LtdBM Avalonia, London, WC1N 3XX, United KingdomAll Rights
Reserved.British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data. A catalogue record for this book is
available from the British Library.Every effort has been made to credit material to, and obtain
permission from, copyright holders for the use of their work. If you notice any error or omission
please notify the publisher so that corrections can be incorporated into future editions of this
work. The information provided in this book hopes to inspire and inform. The author and
publisher assume no responsibility for the effects, or lack thereof, obtained from the practices
described in this book.The reproduction of any part of this book, other than for review purposes,
is strictly forbidden, in all formats, without the prior written consent of Avalonia Ltd and the
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StrophalosKing SolomonFusionsBibliographyEndnotes"Then, earth began to bellow, trees to
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C1st BCE, trans. J. Dryden.Cover Image “Hecate” by Joanna BarnumFor more information on
this artist, visit her website: www.joannabarnum.comDedicated to the Keybearers,in particular
the Seven.AcknowledgementsWe would like to extend a special thank-you to:Stephen Ronan,
for his kind permission to use his translations of Proclus’ Hymn to Hekate and Janus and the
Prayer to Selene for Any Operation as previously published in his own excellent work The
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told us so.May you all prosper in all that you desire and may the flame of kinship burn as a
beacon forever more.The Keybearers will always find each other.Medea preparing magic potion
of reanimation, from Krauss 1690A Note on TerminologyWe need at this point to clarify
terminology used in this work. Daimon (individual destiny) is a Greek word and distinct from the
derivative word demon. A daimon was a supernatural being lower than the gods but higher than



man, such as a demi-god or the ghost of a dead hero. Plato and his pupil Xenocrates
categorised daimones as good or bad, the former being known as eudaemons and the latter as
kakodaemons. Prior to this daimon was a much more general term, sometimes even being used
to describe gods. Distinct from this usage demon is the Christian term specifically relating to a
negative (in their theology) supernatural being.A Note on Her nameAs you might expect with a
liminal goddess like Hekate, the moment you start looking into the details around her, you find
variations and different possibilities. Even the meaning of her name, Hekate, is uncertain. The
most popular translation of her name is from the word Hekatos, meaning ‘worker from afar’,
though Hekaton, meaning ‘a hundred’, has also been suggested.“You, O Hecate,Who know
untold desires that work our willAnd art the mistress of our secret spells.”Metamorphoses, Ovid,
8CE, trans. H. Gregory.Other books by the same authors:The Goddess Hekate : Edited by Sorita
d’EsteHekate Her Sacred Fires, anthology, numerous contributors, Avalonia, 2010Hekate Keys
to the Crossroads, numerous contributors, Avalonia, 2006Other books on Gods & Goddesses :
Sorita d’EsteArtemis Virgin Goddess of the Sun & Moon, Sorita d’Este, Avalonia, 2005Horns of
Power, anthology – numerous contributors, edited by Sorita d’EsteOther books on Gods &
Goddesses : Sorita d’EsteThe Guises of the Morrigan, Sorita d’Este and David Rankine,
Avalonia, 2005The Isles of the Many Gods, Sorita d’Este and David Rankine, Avalonia,
2008Visions of the Cailleach, Sorita d’Este and David Rankine, Avalonia, 2009Western Esoteric
Tradition: Sorita d’Este and David RankineCircle of Fire, Avalonia, 2005Practical Elemental
Magick, Avalonia, 2009Practical Planetary Magick, Avalonia, 2008Practical Qabalah Magick,
Avalonia, 2009Wicca Magickal Beginnings, Avalonia, 2008You can find out more about Sorita
d’Este and her work on her websiteThe books listed above, as well as many other titles by these
and other authors are available from the publishersYou can also write to the authors c/o BM
Avalonia, London, WC1N 3XX, United Kingdom.ForewordHekate stands at the crossroads
bearing the keys to the mysteries. In the ancient world she inspired poets and philosophers,
witches, magicians and ordinary people, all of whom knew she could bestow blessings to
improve their lot and protect them from the harsh denizens of the infernal realm. Today she
continues to inspire and evoke awe in those who encounter her; for some in subtle ways, leading
them in an elusive nameless manner with her symbols, for others in a more powerful and directly
empowering way.There are still people today whom Hekate continues to call to her mysteries –
encouraging them to reach into the innermost parts of their souls to find the power that
illuminates the darkness. We have been fortunate to encounter some of these individuals over
the years, they come from all walks of life and from all over the world. Men and women who
continue to explore her mysteries through practices such as magic, witchcraft, herbalism and
through song, art and dance. Amongst them modern day witches and magicians, shamans and
mystics, each seeking to understand the arcane power that she continues to radiate.In 2005
Sorita edited the anthology Hekate: Keys to the Crossroads, which gathered together
experiential essays from more than twenty people writing about their work with and personal
understanding of Hekate. It was clear from the contributions that the goddess Hekate is still



alive and well within the hearts and minds of an informal modern priesthood today. She had
definitely not been consigned to the obscurity of the ‘forgotten gods’.In order to gain a better
understanding of her placement within the pantheons of the Ancient World, we have been
researching her for a number of years. During this time we have looked at a diverse range of
evidence left behind by those who honoured her, were inspired by her or had a fascination with
her throughout history. We found clues and evidence relating to Hekate in sources stretching
back more than three thousand years into and beyond the Greek Dark Ages.On many occasions
whilst we were pursuing a line of inquiry for one of our other projects, we encountered
references to Hekate. Sometimes these were in unexpected places, resulting in a number of
tangential studies to discover facets of this goddess that we had not previously come across in
works dedicated to her.This book Hekate Liminal Rites is part of a long term research project we
are working on. In it we have brought together a collection of material which relates specifically
to devotional practices, symbols and magical techniques recorded as being associated with the
goddess Hekate. These include amulets and charms, defixiones (binding curses), dreams,
goēteia (sorcery), nekuia (divination from the dead), oracles, pharmakeia (herbal/poison magic),
rhizotomoi (root-magic) and theurgia (divine working).Hekate’s liminality can clearly be seen
throughout her entire history. Her three faces and three forms represent the three realms over
which she had power. Her magic reached from the heavens above to the infernal realms below.
She was the goddess of the crossroads, of thresholds, of dreams and oracles, of the realms of
life and death. Initiatrix and Mistress of Magic, her myths and powers reach out to us today from
long forgotten places, and will continue to be with humanity for many generations to come.We
hope that this book opens up doorways and pathways for you on your own journey through
life.Sorita d’Este & David RankineMay 2009, Powys, WalesThe Goddess Hekate, LaginaWith
kind permission of Alan O’FlynnFrom the Three-WaysCHAPTER 1The goddess Hekate was one
of the most significant deities of the ancient world. Her history stretches back across the
millennia. We find traces of her in the recent past, through into the Renaissance – stretching
back through the Byzantine and Roman Empires, Hellenistic, Classical and Archiac Greece
through into the Greek Dark Ages – and beyond. Hekate has been with us for at least three
thousand years.She was a liminal goddess who was present at all the boundaries and
transitional moments in life. She was also an apotropaic (‘evil-averting’) protector and guide, as
illustrated by some of the many titles she was given. Hekate’s triple form emphasised her power
over the three realms, these being the heavens, sea and earth. Her primal nature was seen in
the many animal heads she was depicted with, each emphasising different qualities of her
manifold character.Hekate was associated with ceremonies of initiation into the mysteries
across the ancient world. This included the famous mysteries of Eleusis, and Selinus on the
island of Sicily, as well as those on the Greek islands of Samothrace, Argos and Aigina.Hekate
has been given numerous epithets describing her roles and qualities over the thousands of
years of her worship. Some of her well known titles include:Chthonia (‘earthly one’),Dadouchos
(‘torch-bearer’),Enodia (‘of the ways’),Kleidouchos (‘key-bearer’),Kourotrophos (‘child’s



nurse’)Phosphorus (‘light-bearer’).Propolos (‘companion’)Propylaia (‘before the gate’),Soteira
(‘saviour’)Triformis (‘three bodied’)Trioditis (‘of the three ways’),There was a major Hekate
temple in the city of Lagina in Caria, which is in modern day Turkey. Each year in Lagina a
ceremony was held called the kleidos agoge (’procession of the key’). Sarah Iles Johnston,
author of Hekate Soteira, suggested this was connected to Hekate in her role as Propylaia,
guarding the gates.[1] Additionally the name of this ceremony also recalls her title of
Kleidouchos, for she bore the keys to the underworld, and determined who went to the
paradisiacal part known as the Elysian Fields. In this context she oversaw the end of the journey
for the soul of the deceased. The Orphic Hymn to Hekate went as far as to call her “Keyholding
Mistress of the whole world.”[2]Her importance in the city of Lagina suggested she may well
have fulfilled the role of tutelary goddess of the city, in the same way that the goddess Cybele
did for Phrygia, and the Sumerian deities like Inanna did for the first city-states of the earliest
Sumerian civilization. By the fifth century BCE Hekate had a temple at the gates of the city of
Miletus, fifty miles to the northwest of Lagina, where her worship was already established there
around a hundred years earlier. At Aphrodisias, which was also near Lagina, her worship had
similarly been established by the fifth century BCE. Her role as guardian of the gate became so
popular that the Romano-Greek historian Plutarch recorded a tale in the first century CE of one
General berating another for putting a military trophy on a city gate, telling him he would have
done better to erect a statue of Hekate instead.As Propylaia (the one before the gate) she was
an apotropaic guardian, averting evil and protecting those within. In this role shrines to her were
found not only at the entrances to cities, temples and sanctuaries to other deities, but also to
people’s homes. The small shrine found outside the front door protecting the home was called a
hekataion.It has been pointed out that the geographic region of Caria in Asia Minor (where we
can first trace her worship) had an extraordinarily large number of theophoric (lit. ‘god-bearing’)
personal names with the Hekat- root. This further supports the idea that this area was an
important one in her worship, as you would expect such a concentration of names somewhere
closely linked her. The total number of names with the Hekat- root for Asia Minor was 310, with
the number dropping to 158 for the Aegean Islands, and then down to Attica with 11.[3] It is also
worth noting that the city of Idrias near Lagina was originally called Hekatesia. In a modern
example of the continuation of Hekate’s mysteries, this name (Hekatesia) has been adopted for
an annual festival at the full moon in September now held at the Lagina temple since 2000,
following its excavation in the 1990s.In the region of Thrace, to the north of Caria, Hekate was
both a powerful and popular goddess by the fifth century BCE. One of the earliest references to
Hekate in Thrace is found in a hymn fragment about the city of Abdera, written by the ancient
Greek lyrical poet Pindar. This dates to around the middle of the fifth century BCE and said:“It
was the first of the month[4] when this befell, and the gracious Hekate, the maid of the ruddy
feet, was thereby sending us a message that was longing for fulfilment.”[5]As we know from
numerous literary references that Hekate was being worshipped in Athens in the fifth century
BCE, it seems likely that her worship spread around the Aegean Sea very quickly during the end



of the sixth century BCE and through into the fifth century BCE. From the literary references in
the Greek oral poet Hesiod’s Theogony in the eighth/seventh century BCE and the Homeric
Hymn to Demeter in the seventh century BCE, we see an explosion of literary references in the
fifth century BCE, showing that Hekate had truly become a significant part of Greek culture.So
how can we trace Hekate back beyond her first appearance in Greece in the eight century BCE
in Hesiod’s Theogony? It has been suggested, by Von Rudloff in his book Hekate in Ancient
Greek Religion, that a triad of names on one of the Linear B tablets from the Bronze Age may be
linked to Hekate with the other Eleusinian goddesses of Persephone and Demeter. Linear B
tablet Tn316 from the Greek southern coastal city of Pylos, which has been dated to the
thirteenth century BCE, contains the names Iphimedeia, Pereswa and Diwija amongst its list of
deities. Of these, the first is probably an alternative name for Hekate, recalling her connection to
Iphigenia (who was called Iphimede in the eighth century BCE Catalogue of Women), the
second has been suggested as coming from the same root as Persephone, and the third may
mean ‘bright goddess’ or ‘wealthy goddess’, a title of Demeter.Another clue to Hekate’s origins
may be found in her connection to lions. Although the images of Hekate flanked by lions are not
amongst the earliest of her, they do hint at Middle Eastern origins, where they were a common
feature. Goddesses were often depicted flanked by lions in imagery from the Middle East, as
can be seen from examining the iconography of goddesses such as Inanna, Astarte and
Cybele. However we must bear in mind that Artemis was also depicted flanked by big cats, and
based on their age the Hekate images may be the result of her syncretisation with Artemis. Of
course Artemis may also have roots in the Middle East, so this does not invalidate the possibility
of Hekate’s roots being further afield.The lion references with Hekate include a frieze at the
Lagina temple, coins showing her with lions, and also later references from the Chaldean
Oracles and the Greek Magical Papyri, showing the persistence of the association. In the
Chaldean Oracles Hekate is described as being “lion-possessing”,[6] and even more
significantly we see, “If you call upon Me often you will perceive everything in lion-form.”[7]In the
‘Prayer to Selene for any Spell’ in the Greek Magical Papyri, which by its content can be seen to
be more of a Hekate spell, we find the phrase “you stand protected by two rampant lions”.[8]The
fact that dogs were sacrificed to Hekate has also been presented as evidence for her non-Greek
origins, as the practice of dog sacrifice was only found in relation to foreign gods who became
part of the Greek pantheon, another such example being sacrifices made to the god Ares. Fritz
Graf wrote about this phenomenon in his essay ‘What is new about Greek sacrifice?’ saying that
dog sacrifice carried its own message of liminality:“Well over ninety percent of all sacrificed
animals came from four species: bovines, goats, sheep, and swine. Any animal which did not
belong into this norm-group became semantically important – as, e.g., the dog.”[9]As well as the
worship of Hekate in conjunction with Demeter and Persephone at Eleusis, there was also a
temple of these three goddesses at Selinus in Sicily. It seems likely that the worship there may
have taken a similar form to that at Eleusis. We know that Hekate was also worshipped on the
islands of Aigina, Argos and Samothrace, though we do not know the form the worship took at



these places.Hekate’s Family Tree (According to Hesiod)When examining the origins of Hekate
from an archaeological and literary perspective, we have to also consider the origins ascribed to
her, at different times, within the various recorded mythological stories. In Hesiod’s Theogony it
was the goddess of the stars Asteria and her husband Perses who were credited as being the
parents of Hekate:“Asteria [Starry One] of happy name, whom Perses [Destroyer] once led to his
great house to be called his dear wife. And she conceived and bare Hekate.”[10]Asteria was
associated with the night sky, both through astrology and also her role as giver of prophetic
dreams. The temple of Asteria on Delos was known for dream incubation. This connection to
oracles and dreams was one which would be passed on to her daughter Hekate. Asteria was
also sister to Leto, the mother by Zeus of the divine twins Artemis and Apollo, who were
Hekate’s cousins. Hekate’s relationship to Artemis in particular would become very close to the
point of the goddesses being equated.Although Perses was usually translated as ‘Destroyer’, we
may also observe that Perses was used to mean ‘Persian’. In his fifth century BCE work
Histories, the Greek geographer Herodotus described the Persians being named after Perses,
son of Perseus. So from this perspective we can speculate that Hekate’s father was viewed as
being Persian, i.e. from the Middle East. A number of sources gave variants of the name Perses
for her father, such as Persaios and Perseus, as will be seen from the subsequent quotes.The
seventh century BCE Homeric Hymn to Demeter maintained the view given in the Theogony,
calling her "Tender-hearted Hekate, bright-coiffed, the daughter of Persaios."[11]The majority of
authors perpetuated this most popular attribution in their own writings, through to Pseudo-
Apollodorus in his Bibliotheca in the second century CE. Lycophron wrote that Hekate was "The
maiden daughter of Perseus, Brimo Trimorphos."[12] The titles Brimo (‘angry’ or ‘terrifying’) and
Trimorphos (‘three-formed’ or ‘three-bodied’) were two of the many applied to her. Hekate was
often associated with triplicity, and this would be a recurrent theme in her worship and
magic:“And you who oft frequent the triple way and rule the triple decades with three forms and
flames and dogs.”[13]A Scholiast[14] on Apollonius Rhodius’ classic Argonautica gave a range
of possible parents. It reported that the Orphic Hymns attributed Deo (Demeter) as her mother,
Bacchylides attributed Nyx as her mother, Mousaios attributed Zeus and Asteria as her parents
and Pherecydes gave Aristaios as her father.These alternative attributions of parentage are all
more connected than they might initially seem. That the Orphic Hymns should attribute Demeter
as mother to Hekate is unsurprising, when we take into account the assimilation of the Homeric
Hymn to Demeter into the Orphic Mysteries. From that viewpoint it was entirely logical to bring
Hekate more closely into the family of goddesses who were central to the powers of the
underworld, and hence key to the process of transmigration of souls, to reincarnate again. This
was a significant part of the Orphic Mysteries.Nyx (‘Night’) was equated to Asteria, for what is
night if not the starry sky? Nyx was one of the first primeval gods, from whom the race of gods
were born. Zeus likewise was an obvious suggestion for parent as the father of many of the main
Greek gods, and also the central figure in the Chaldean Oracles with Hekate.Aristaios was an
interesting choice, being a god associated with medical herbs, who gave the world honey, mead,



olives and cheese-making. He was usually described as being the son of Apollo by Cyrene,
though Bacchylides attributed his parentage to the earth goddess Ge and the celestial
Ouranos.The deities honoured in the religions of ancient Greece and Rome were not usually
worshipped in isolation. Thus Hekate was frequently found in the company of other deities, such
as Hermes, Apollo, Demeter, Persephone, Cybele, Mithras and others. An inscription from
Rome in the fourth century CE makes this point clearly:“The most potent lord Sextilius Agesilaus
Aedesius ... father of the unconquered sun god Mithras, hierophant of Hecate, chief shepherd of
Dionysus, reborn forever through sacrifice of bulls and rams consecrated the altar to the great
gods, to the mother of the gods and to Attis.”[15]Another inscription from Rome in the same
period makes it clear that there was a mystery cult associated with Hekate, as there was with the
Indo-Iranian god Mithras and the Phrygian goddess Cybele, and at Eleusis. In this instance, the
priestess Paulina was an initiate of several mystery cults:“Initiate of Ceres and the Eleusinian
[Mysteries], initiate of Hecate at Aegina, tauroboliata, hierophant.”[16]The gods particularly
associated with Hekate were the other chthonic ones, i.e. Hermes, Hades, Persephone, and Ge,
as well as Zeus, Rhea, Demeter, Mithras and Cybele, and the solar gods Helios and Apollo. The
chthonic gods Hermes, Hades, Persephone and Ge were also those who were found most often
on the defixiones (curse tablets). Zeus and Rhea both feature in the Chaldean Oracles,
especially Zeus as the supreme deity.Over time some goddesses were partially or fully
assimilated into Hekate. These were Brimo, Despoina, Enodia, Genetyllis, Kotys, Kratais and
Kourotrophos. She was also syncretised with or equated to Artemis, Selene, Mene,
Persephone, Physis, Bendis, Bona Dea, Diana, Ereschigal and Isis. (See the chapter Merged
for more information on Hekate and other goddesses.)Hekate and Hermes were often
associated, as Hermes was the most liminal of the male gods in the Greek pantheon. Hermes
Chthonia was often invoked together with Hekate Chthonia on the defixiones. The Greek
geographer Pausanias recorded seeing statues of the couple as Hermes Propylaios and Hekate
Propylaia at the gates to the city of Athens.[17]In the Greek Magical Papyri there was even an
instance of their names being combined, in a restraining spell,[18] which declared “Entrapper,
Mistress of Corpses, Hermes, Hekate, Hermekate,”.Helios was also associated with Hekate in
various tales. With Hekate, Helios was the only other god to be aware of Persephone’s
abduction in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter. The two were also inked in a hymn fragment from
the lost fifth century BCE play The Root-Cutters, by the Greek tragedian Sophocles:O Lord
Helios and Sacred FireThe spear of Hekate of the CrossroadsWhich she bears as she travels
OlympusAnd dwells in the triple ways of the holy landShe who is crowned with oak-leavesAnd
the coils of wild serpents. [19]Helios was the most commonly invoked god in the Greek Magical
Papyri (sometimes syncretised with Apollo), as Hekate was the most commonly invoked
goddess. Helios and Hekate are also both given in different sources as the parents to the
sorceresses Circe and Medea, though not at the same time. In one account Helios was the
grandfather of Hekate, who was the mother of the two sorceresses:"We are told that Helios had
two sons, Aeetes and Perses, Aeetes being the king of Kolkhis and the other king of the Tauric



Khersonese, ... Perses had a daughter Hekate ... she married Aeetes and bore two daughters,
Circe and Medea, and a son Aigialeus."[20]When Medea swears her oath in the Argonautica
she also links Helios and Hekate:"I swear by Helios’ sacred light and by the secret rites of
Perses’ night-wandering daughter [Hekate]."[21]Zeus had a long-standing association with
Hekate. From the Theogony, where he “gave her splendid gifts, to have a share of the earth, and
the unfruitful sea. She received honour also in starry heaven, and is honoured exceedingly by
the deathless gods.”[22] He was also at times said to be her father, and together they form the
central deities of the Chaldean Oracles, with Hekate being the intermediary power as Soteira
(‘saviour’) transmitting the divine influence of the supreme Zeus to all the worlds and
beings.Hekate was sometimes identified with the sea goddess Kratais, who was the mother of
the monster Scylla, making Hekate her mother as well. This connection was emphasised by
Kratais also being called Skylakagetis (‘Leader of the Dogs’). In Apollonius Rhodius’
Argonautica we see Circe telling her niece Medea:“Nor let them go too near the hateful den of
Ausonian Skylla, that wicked monster borne to Phorkys by night-wandering Hekate, whom men
call Kratais.”[23]This does of course contrast with the common view that Hekate was an
untouched maiden goddess, as expressed by Pseudo-Apollodorus in his Bibliotheca when he
wrote that Hekate was "The maiden daughter of Perseus."[24] That there should be such a
range of possibilities simply emphasises the unpredictable and liminal nature of Hekate.Literary
SourcesThe literary sources referring to Hekate span a period of more than two thousand years.
We have included a list of all the texts referred to in this book in chronological order for the
convenience of the reader.Date  SourceC9th BCE Odyssey, HomerC8th BCE
Theogony, HesiodC8th BCE Works and Days, HesiodC7th BCE Homeric Hymn to
DemeterC7th BCE Fragments, AlkmanC6th BCE Fragments, HipponaxEarly C5th BCE
Suppliants, AeschylusC5th BCE The Nurses of Dionysus, AeschylusC5th BCE Fragments,
AeschylusC5th BCE Life of Homer, HerodotusC5th BCE The Histories, HerodotusC5th BCE
On the Sacred Disease, HippocratesC5th BCE The Root-Cutters, SophoclesC5th BCE The
Women who say they will expel the Goddess [Hekate], SophronC5th BCE Fragments,
EupolisC5th BCE Fragments, BacchylidesC5th BCE Purifications, EmpedoclesC5th BCE –
C2nd CE Bacchic Gold Funeral Tablets462 BCE Pythian Odes 4, Pindar450 BCE The
Choephori, Aeschylus442 BCE The Thracian Women, Cratinus431 BCE Medea, Euripides420
BCE The Wasps, Aristophanes414 BCE Iphigenia among the Taurians, Euripides412 BCE
Helen, Euripides410 BCE Lysistrata, Aristophanes400 BCE Frogs, Aristophanes380 BCE
Plutus, AristophanesC4th BCE Memorabilia, XenophonC4th BCE The Harp Maker,
AnaxilasC4th BCE Characters, TheophrastusC4th BCE Enquiry into Plants,
TheophrastusC4th BCE On Piety, TheophrastusC3rd BCE Argonautica, Apollonius
RhodiusC3rd BCE Alexandria, LycophronC3rd BCE Hymn 3 to Artemis, Callimachus270 BCE
Idylls, TheocritusC2nd BCE Chronicle, ApollodorusC2nd BCE – C5th CE Greek Magical
PapyriC1st BCE Library of History, Diodorus SiculusC1st BCE Carmina, Catullusc. 40 BCE
Eclogues, Virgil35 BCE Satires, Horace30 BCE Epodes, HoraceLate C1st BCE  The Aeneid,



Virgil8 CE Metamorphoses, Ovid8 CE Fasti, Ovid60 CE Pharsalia, LucanC1st CE Medea,
SenecaC1st CE Thebaid, StatiusC1st CE Natural History, PlinyC1st CE Jewish Antiquities,
Flavius Josephus
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S. Wright, “Good information but some organization and grammar issues. For purely information-
related concerns, I can't fault Luminal Rites. I learned a wide array of fascinating facts, and I
enjoyed finding out the history surrounding Hekate, her potential origins, and her worshipers. I
am almost tempted to give the book five stars.However, d'Este and Rankine have a problem as
writers: they need help with their grammar and occasionally their organization. As an English
instructor and freelance editor, I couldn't help noticing the grammatical errors, most of which
were comma errors. These ranged from the occasional fused sentence or comma splice to the
often random, misplaced comma (e.g., a comma randomly thrown in before a verb, like this: I,
stopped my car). There were enough such errors to distract me. Seeing as how I live in the U.S.
and not the UK, I won't make any judgments on what I experienced as diction oddities. I'm well
aware that American English and British English are drifting further and further apart in word
choice and word use. However, I don't believe for a moment that British English puts commas
between subjects and verbs, such as "I, ran."I suppose my frustration--other than the result of
having to reread several sentences in order to make sense of them--is in part due to the fact that
the publisher, Avalonia, should have editors on staff, and yet they clearly don't. Or, if they do,
they should be fired.The other problem I experienced was misplaced information in a chapter,
which resulted in confusion, and even one chapter that changed topics and never finished
discussing the topic in its title. Several paragraphs contained two or more topics, which for the
reader leads to confusion or to a sense that the writer is rambling. An editor could have fixed that
in short order, especially in the case of the chapter that didn't cover its proposed topic.All the
critiques aside, I'm not sorry I bought this book. d'Este and Rankine are clearly passionate about
their work, and they provided me with a wide berth of knowledge about Hekate. For that, I'm
profoundly grateful.”

Mat Auryn - Author Of 'Psychic Witch', “In my opinion it is the best historical crash-course on
Hekate that there is.. When people ask me what book they should read to learn more about
Hekate, Sorita d’Este and David Rankine’s Hekate Liminal Rites: A Study of the Rituals, Magic
and Symbols of the Torch-Bearing Triple Goddess of the Crossroads is always my first
recommendation. In my opinion it is the best historical crash-course on Hekate that there is.
Coming in at only 194 pages, the book is short but packed with accurate information. The
authors cover Hekate throughout the ages from some of her pre-Greek origins to the Hekate of
the Classical Era to Hekate Soteira of the Chaldean Oracles to Hekate of the Greek Magical
Papyri. The power of this book is it’s broad scope and the authors’ ability to easily convey areas
of research in an extremely understandable manner with a clear writing style.The book covers
some of her main symbols and animals and their significance, historical spells and offerings as
well as devotes of hers both historical and mythical. Diving into the Greek Magical Papyri or the
Chaldean Oracles can be difficult for someone new to Hekate. Works that focus on Hekate in



one era of history like Hekate Soteira: A Study of Hekate’s Roles in the Chaldean Oracles and
Related Literature by Sarah Illes Johnston or Hekate in Ancient Greek Religion by Robert Von
Rudloff, while fantastic as well, can be a bit inaccessible, complicated and confusing for
someone completely new to Hekate. The authors do a great job of providing a quick, accurate
and informative platform for the seeker to have enough of a crash-course in these areas to start
exploring other texts that dive a bit deeper on Hekate.”

Dan, “Organized and well written. Anyone with an interest in Hekate should add this to their
library.. Hekate is has emerged as one of the most popular Goddess figures in the New Age
Revival. I was drawn to her mystery, her darkness and her wisdom, but I was lacking in actual
knowledge of her background and origins. I applaud Sorita d'Este and David Rankine for their
thorough research into the history of this fascinating Goddess. Quoting and drawing from The
Chaldean Oracles and other ancient writings, Sorita really helps form a more complete picture of
Hekate rather than just "The Dark Goddess". I personally found myself having a better
understanding of Hekate's wisdom, power, and even sense of humor.A wonderful read that is
well written and organized. Definitely a must read for anyone who works with The Lady of
Crossroads, or even just has a historical interest in Her.”

za, “Great research help & source material. Great! These magicians (and modern priests of
Hekate) have put together a wonderful resource for study. It's not a how-to, an 'Instagram witch'
manual, fanfic, UPG, made up, horror show, or anything but good old research on this ancient
multifaceted Goddess & her possible origins. However, their speculations and the connections
they make are very exciting... never seen them before. They literally list their sources from 9th
century BC on up. There are some epithets that you can absolutely use right now, and many
more resources such as herbs and roots listed in Classical material. Because they are
magicians, the authors know what threads are exciting and juicy to follow. Sorita d'Este is a long
time, real deal modern practitioner whose original book is excellent, despite its spawning loads
of terrible books by others later down the road... the power of Hekate's appeal. This and 'Rotting
Goddess' by Jacob Rabinowitz are my go-to research books. They reveal much more of
Hekate's THREE and more ways - such as the heavenly and celestial - than you may have
previously known about.”

Ebook Library Reader, “It is exactly what it says it is.. It wasn't exactly what I wanted to find, but
after reading it I learned a lot about Hekate. More than what I was expecting or could ever find
just reading stuff online. I am glad I read this book because I learned a lot of Hekate's history
and interesting information. I recommend it to anyone interested in learning about this Goddess.”

M-Tron, “Impressed.. Was sent real fast which is good because I needed it for a reading group.
Really informative book on Hekate.”



Ebook Library Reader, “hekate rules!. I loved everything about this book,great”

John, “Five Stars. Shipped promptly and arrived safely. Thank you!John”

The book by David Rankine has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 610 people have provided feedback.
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